Sr.
no
(1)

(2)

(3)

Name
courses
Analog
Electronic
Circuits

of Career Prospects of List of Companies
Courses
Biomedical
instrumentation,
mobiles , digital
clock, formation of
various electronics
devices,
sensors,
clock,
timers,
switches , memories,
MEMs, SET top box
IC, Data converter

Transform
Mobile
Techniques For communication,
Signal
Radar,
Antenna,
wired
communication,
Radio
communication
Analog
Wired
Communication communication, data
transmission , in
various
communication
system

(4)

Analog
Integrated
Circuits

Biomedical
instrumentation,
designing of Chips,
Microprocessor,
computer hardware ,
clock
,
timers,
switches, Filters ,
Data converter
Satellite
communication,
multiplexing, Data
transmission,
Radar, Microwave,
mobile
communication

(5)

Digital
Communication

(6)

Control Systems Biomediacal
instrument, Electrical

(7)

(8)

(9)

instrument various
control system as.
Traffic
light
controller,
guided
missile
systems,
microcontroller,
sensors,
MEMS,
EMI filtering ,
Digital Signal Image
formation,
Processing
Radar
communication.
Biomedical
instrument .various
communication
system,
radio
frequency transistors.
Designing
of
various filter
VLSI Design

Designing of chips,
microprocessor, and
computer hardware.
Designing of various
electronics devices,
sensor,
microcontroller,
clock,
timers.
Switches
MEMS,
memories
Wireless
and Mobile
Mobile
communication,
Communication radar, antenna ,
various
signal
transmission

(10) Network
Analysis
Synthesis

Designing of various
and circuit
in
PCB.
Rectifiers,
Switches ,

(11) Embedded
System Design

Designing of various
hardware , controller,
microprocessor, and
electronics devices,
microcontroller,
sensors, MEMS, Set
top box ICs

(12) Electromagnetic
Field Theory

(13) Optical
Communication
and Networks

(14) Satellite
Communication

(15) VLSI
Technology

Radar, Microwave,
Antenna,
wired
communication,
Radio
communication,
designing of antenna,
transmission
lines
and wave guides,
Wireless
Communication,
Mobile
Communication.
Design
and
production of high
precision
large-size
optical units and
components for space
observation systems,
optical routers, switch
, WDM networks,
optical Fiber
The
fundamental
concepts of satellite
comm’s,
Orbits,
launching satellites,
modulation
and
multiplexing,
multiple access, earth
stations,
coding,
interference
and
special problems in
satellite
communications
Designing of chips,
microprocessor, and
computer hardware.
Designing of various
electronics devices,
sensor,
microcontroller,
clock,
timers.
Switches
MEMS,
memories

(16) Digital Image Image
processing,
Processing
processing of data
received from Radar
communication,
Biomedical
instrument, various
communication
system,
radio
frequency transistors.
(17) Wireless Sensor Area monitoring, Air
Networks
quality monitoring
(18) Mobile Ad Hoc Facilitate
the
Networks
collection
of sensor data,
for data mining, for a
variety
of
applications
such
as air
pollution monitoring
in-network
data
aggregation
and
mining.

(19) Automation and promote the use of,
Robotics
and assist in the
development
of Industrial
Robots and
Automation
(20) Basic Electrical Demonstrate
the
and Electronics basic knowledge of
Engineering
the
semiconductor
devices,
communication
system,
Various
kinds of amplifier,
basic
knowledge
electrical machines
and transformer.
(21) Measurement
to measure and
and
control pressure,
instrumentation flow, temperature
level, chemical
composition and
other variables in
industrial processes.
Instrumentation sales
and industrial

(22) Principles of
Secure
Communication

(23) Wireless
network

process plants in a
variety of sectors,
including power
production, oil and
gas refining,
fertilizer production,
petrochemical
processing, food
processing, mining
and manufacturing.
Developing secure
software requires a
great deal more than
a knowledge of
programming. In
security, the ability
to understand threats
and risks in general,
as well as specific
security technologies
(for example
cryptography or
security protocols) is
paramount. This
course discusses
these and other
issues relating to
software and systems
security, including
banking security and
security evaluation.
on Wireless Personal
Area Network
technologies,
WiMAX, WiFi and
Zigbee, wireless
medical applications
Wireless and mobile
networks are being
used in diverse areas
such as travel,
education, stock
trading, military,
package delivery,
disaster recovery,
and medical
emergency care,
Applications of
Cellular Systems,
GPS-based

Applications etc.

(24) Microwave
Engineering

applications of
microwaves in
everyday life are
Heating , Remote
sensing and
countermeasures,
Communications.
Directed energy
weapons, RF
lighting, Military
application,
microwave- oven,
Bluetooth ,cellphones etc.

(25) Biomedical

Biomedical Signal
Processing and
Modelling,
Biomaterials and
Prosthetic Devices, and
Biomedical Image
Processing. The
curriculum provides
practical hands-on
understanding in the
fundamental
principles, operations
and design of medical
diagnostic and
therapeutic devices
(e.g.: heart monitors,
cardiac defibrillators,
clinical laboratory
analyzers and x-ray
equipment). Medical
device-related
standards and
protocols, research and
design methodologies,
technology life-cycle
management strategies,
safe clinical practices,
problem-solving skills,
performance
assurance-testing
procedures, and
troubleshooting
techniques are all

Engineering

studied in this
program.

(26) Neural network
and fuzzy logic

(27) Semicondutor
Devices and
Circuits

(28) Computer
Networks

Demonstrate the
advance ability to
specify, analyze,
design and train feed
forward neural
networks, recurrent
neural networks, and
self-organizing
neural networks,
fuzzy logic control
systems, evolution
computing for
sensor-actuator
mapping and pattern
classification.
Demonstrate the
basic knowledge of
the semiconductor
devices, fabrication
of low power
devices,
communication
system, IC
fabrication
technology, Various
kind of amplifier.
For
interconnection of
various computers
and other devices
like printer,
plotter, scanner.
Required for
sharing of
peripherals, data
redundancy,
security.
Positions:
Network
Administrator,
Network (Systems)
Engineer,
Network (Service)

Maxpro Networking (P) Ltd.

Technician,
Network
Programmer/Analyst,
Network/Information
Systems Manager,

Microprocessors Used in various
and
sensors,
where
(29) Microcontrollers automatic
control
required,
in
computing,
controlling,
instructing.
Positions: Software
developer,
Design verification
engineer, technical
lead,
Embedded
software
programmer,
hardware designer,

(30) Soft Computing

Soft
computing
deals
with
imprecision,
uncertainty, partial
truth,
and
approximation
to
achieve
practicability,
robustness and low
solution cost. Used
in real life problems,
aircraft
sensor
management, image
processing, Robotics,
Intelligent
Transportation
Systems, Industrial

Microchip technology

European Centre for Soft Computing

general electric company

Center for soft computing research

Applications,
Logistics

(31) Digital Design

For
understanding
digital world. For
designing
digital
circuits.
All
electronics circuits
are digital.

apple inc.

Positions: Hardware
Engineer,
Digital
Design Engineer, IC
Design
Engineer, Computer corporation
System Programmer

centronics Data

Computer Peripherals, Inc.

Digital
Equipment Corporation
(32) Mobile
Computing

Data
(33) Concepts

The programs used
in mobile devices
like mobile phones,
laptops,
palm
computers, etc. for
internet connectivity
and other computer
related activities are
called
mobile
computing
applications. It deals
with
future
of
computer usage.
Base Database
is
collection of various
data in a systematic
way so that we can
work on it easily.
Positions:
database testing,
administration,
management,

mobile computing labs

developing.
yellow umbrella

(34) Computer
Programming
and
Problem
Solving

For solving different
problems
using
computer
programming.
For
developing
a
approach how can
we make computer
work for our self. For
making
efficient
algorithms
that
consumes
less
memory and requires
less
time
for
execution.

The Computer Company, Inc.

Microsoft

Symantec

Adobe
(35) Data Structure Used for writing the
Using "C"
codes for embedded
systems,
various
peripheral
drivers,
operating systems.

(36) Computer
For the internal
Organisation & working
of
Structure
computer,
communication
between
different
peripherals, how data
flows and address is
generated,
how
memory interfacing
takes.

(37) Digital System Signal
processing
Design
using and
Designing of
VHDL
chips,
microprocessor,
computer hardware,
microcontroller,
clock,
timers.
Switches
MEMS,
memories,
(38) Antenna
and Demonstrate
wave
behaviour of the
propagation
wave,
antenna
fabrication, antenna
properties, various
communication
system,

